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Abstract Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) usually

consist of unmanned and self-organized sensor devices

deployed on a target region for monitoring and target

tracking purposes. Therefore, extending the lifetime of

WSNs is critical to their proper operation. Static sink

schemes have been studied extensively and several solu-

tions were proposed to extend the lifetime of WSNs. Such

static solutions are known for their bottleneck in the

vicinity of a sink, where sensor nodes are more likely to be

used as data forwarding points to a nearby sink. These

nodes carry most of the data traffic and consequently

deplete their energy resources faster than nodes deployed

far off static sinks, which end up creating blind spots or

even network partitions. A partitioned, i.e., disconnected

network will cease to function properly in view of sink

stations becoming unreachable. The consensus reached by

the research community to solve this bottleneck, or at least

to alleviate traffic and energy consumption near data sinks,

is the use of mobile sinks. To this end, this paper presents a

new data dissemination strategy (eTrail) that combines

clustering, trail generation, and sleep scheduling tech-

niques to extend network lifetime even further. Network

lifetime is modeled and analyzed by means of a continuous

time Markov chain. In addition, an extensive set of simu-

lation experiments is presented and discussed. Results

show that eTrail outperforms existing schemes in terms of

network lifetime, while maintaining acceptable packet

delivery reliability and latency.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks � Wireless

networks � Mobility models � Performance evaluation �
Network simulation

1 Introduction

Typical wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be seen as a

large number of miniaturized and battery-powered com-

puter devices that house sensing, processing and commu-

nication modules. These very constrained sensor nodes can

be programmed to self-organize into a wireless network in

order to relay sensed data to a remote gateway or sink in a

multi-hop fashion. Thus, WSNs can be used in a number of

applications ranging from surveillance and environment

monitoring to health care, military operations and even in

homes [6]. Energy consumption in WSNs plays a major

role since a number of deployment scenarios require that

sensor nodes be left unattended for long periods of time.

For instance, WSNs deployed over a target area for

emergency response, e.g., catastrophes, natural disasters,

terrorist attacks or border control, must operate non-stop

for hours or even days. Even when deployed in a controlled
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environment such as in indoor monitoring, WSNs may be

required to function properly for long periods of time

during power shortages. Therefore, the tradeoff between

WSNs lifetime and network performance has become one

of the critical research issues to overcome.

A considerable number of energy-aware data dissemi-

nation solutions for WSNs can be found in the literature

[4]. Most of the existing solutions employ static sinks.

Such static approaches are known for their bottleneck in

the vicinity of a sink, where sensor nodes are more likely to

be used as data forwarding nodes to a nearby sink. These

nodes carry most of the data traffic in WSNs and as a result

deplete their energy resources faster than nodes deployed

far off static sinks. This condition ends up creating blind

spots and uneven communication loads, leading to network

partitioning and reduced network lifetime. A partitioned,

i.e., disconnected network will cease to function properly

in view of sink stations becoming unreachable. Conversely,

schemes that employ mobile sinks provide better load

balancing and energy savings [7]. Methods that utilize

mobile sinks like [8, 10, 25] are not affected by the bot-

tleneck problem; mobile sinks are constantly changing

their positions, thereby resulting in even energy con-

sumption and traffic load within a sensor network. How-

ever, since sensor nodes are constrained devices with no

global knowledge of the network, data must be dissemi-

nated through multi-hop paths. This leads to the problem of

finding a path to a nearby mobile sink, which can induce

communication overhead by frequent route updates. Khan

et al. [14] conducted a thorough study of the impact of

static versus mobile sinks on energy consumption of

wireless sensor networks. The authors took into consider-

ation the duty cycle of the nodes and their findings show

that it takes more than simply deploying mobile sinks to

achieve energy savings: it requires a careful planning of the

duty cycle and mobility parameters to realize the benefits

of mobile sinks. A thorough survey on algorithm design for

communication in duty-cycled wireless sensor networks

can be found in [13].

Previous works on mobile sink strategies assume either

availability of global information of the network [1, 9, 26]

or network-wide broadcasts [5, 18, 28] in order to discover

paths to mobile sinks. Consequently, the potential energy

advantage of using mobile sinks is overshadowed by extra

energy consumption of frequent network broadcasts. Thus,

how can a technique extend network lifetime while keeping

frequent route updates local?

This paper describes the eTrail data dissemination

mechanism: an attempt to answer the above question by a

simple, yet efficient combination of clustering, duty cycle

scheduling and trail formation. Basically, a mobile sink in

eTrail works as a cluster-head by building clusters of

sensor nodes periodically. As the mobile sink moves it

sends beacons that act as if a trail is left along the sink’s

path. Sensor nodes that receive these beacons will coor-

dinate and update their routing information in order to

maintain an up-to-date path to the mobile sink. This trail-

based approach guarantees that any node in the cluster or

along the trail has a route to the mobile sink. Besides, this

mechanism is restricted to local broadcasts and induces

minimal communication overhead. An overview of eTrail

is depicted in Fig. 1. eTrail also features a sleep scheduling

scheme for duty cycle enabled sensor nodes. The key

concept of the sleep scheduling scheme is to let every

single sensor node in a cluster sleep, unless one of its

children nodes tells it not to. Since the radio module is

responsible for most of the energy consumption of a sensor

node, putting a node to sleep will basically switch its radio

off, thereby conserving energy and prolonging network

lifetime. The key challenge lies in how to schedule nodes

to sleep while keeping valid paths of awake nodes to

guarantee data dissemination to mobile sinks. In addition, a

local path recovery mechanism is triggered whenever a

path is disconnected.

This paper also discusses the modeling and analysis of

network lifetime by means of a continuous time Markov

chain. Thereafter, a set of simulation experiments is pre-

sented and results reveal that eTrail improves on network

lifetime significantly while maintaining reasonable packet

delivery reliability and latency compared to selected pre-

vious works.

2 Related works

A number of mobile data gathering protocols has been

proposed in the literature in order to solve or minimize the

problems induced by static sink solutions. These protocols

target energy efficiency by adopting strategies to constrain

the broadcasting of mobile sink’s position information to a

limited area, while maintaining network connectivity.

Network connectivity and network coverage fall under the

umbrella of topology control, which is critical for the

efficient operation of WSNs. Please refer to [15] for a

comprehensive survey on topology control and guidelines

and best practices for WSNs. Sink mobility patterns also

play an important role in the design of efficient data dis-

semination protocols. Sinks can move according to three

different patterns: predetermined, controlled, and random

mobility. Protocols designed for predefined and controlled

sink mobility exploit predefined paths and techniques to

control sink mobility in order to cover areas with lower

node density, maintain connectivity, and balance energy

consumption [2, 9, 17, 19, 22, 31]. Conversely, protocols

that assume random sink mobility must keep sensor nodes

aware of the sink position. Random sink mobility broadens



the suitability of an approach to a diverse range of appli-

cations. Moreover, controlled sink mobility may fail when

sensor nodes are deployed in areas of difficult access.

According to a survey by Kai Han et. al. [13], there are

four different categories of duty-cycle algorithms for a

WSN: (1) synchronized versus non-synchronized; (2)

generalized versus simplified; (3) static versus dynamic,

and; (4) reliable versus unreliable links. Since nodes in

eTrail work in rounds or cycles, nodes that can enter sleep

mode will do so for the duration of a round and must be

awake for the next cluster configuration phase. It is in this

phase that sleep/awake modes are decided for the next

round. Therefore, eTrail adopts a dynamic non-synchro-

nized approach where the duration of a dormant state is

given by the mobile sink during the cluster configuration

phase: the ‘‘cluster age’’ value carried by a CLUS-

TER_CFG message. This way eTrail guarantees that a

node in sleep mode will be active by the end of the current

round.

Wu et al. proposed the Dual Sink protocol [32], which

uses both static and mobile sinks. Basically, when the

mobile sink moves to a new site along a predetermined

square-shape path, it only broadcasts beacons to a nearby

subset of nodes in the network. The static sink broadcasts a

HELLO message to all nodes in the network only once at

the initialization phase. In the end, each node in the net-

work will have at least one route to the static sink. Nodes

that have routes to both static and mobile sinks can send

data to the closest sink. Dual-Sink is one of the first pro-

tocols that addresses the problems caused by repeated

network-wide broadcasting. However, the drawback of

Dual-Sink is its scalability: the mobile sink only broadcasts

beacons to nearby sensor nodes that are less than two or

three hops away, which might not be enough to reach other

areas of a wireless sensor network. Consequently, Dual-

Sink may behave as a simple static sink approach in large-

scale sensor networks.

The Efficient Routing protocol proposed by Fodor et al.

[8] supports multiple mobile sinks with no restrictions on

sink mobility patterns. It uses restricted broadcasting to

update the location of mobile sinks in the network. Basi-

cally, each node maintains a routing table containing a list

of neighbor nodes that can be used as relays to forward data

to a mobile sink. When a node receives a DATA message,

it selects the nearest mobile sink with the smallest regis-

tered cost (which is a concept similar to the hop distance in

Dual-Sink) as its destination sink and it uses the corre-

sponding intermediate node as its next hop. Efficient

Routing employs a mechanism slightly different from

Dual-Sink to process sink location updates. The concept of

cost can be chosen arbitrarily such as the number of hops

from the sink or some QoS related metrics. Two types of

costs are used in this protocol: the registered cost of each

sensor node to a specific mobile sink, and the actual cost

propagated in sink location update messages. A threshold is

then defined relative to the ratio of the registered cost and

the actual cost. Upon the reception of a sink location

update message, the sensor node compares the cost in the

message with its own registered cost. If the difference

between the two costs exceeds a certain predefined

threshold, the routing information, as well as the registered

cost of this sensor, are updated and the message is further

forwarded to other sensors. Conversely, in case the dif-

ference does not exceed the threshold, the update message

is simply discarded. The threshold must be carefully set

and tested as its value may affect significantly the perfor-

mance of the protocol.

The Local Update-based Routing Protocol (LURP)

proposed by Wang et al. [29] suggests a new mechanism to

constrain the location broadcasting within a local area

rather than among the entire sensor network. In LURP, as

long as the mobile sink moves within a small circular area

called the ‘‘destination area’’, it broadcasts location updates

only to the sensor nodes inside the destination area. When

the sink moves out of the local area, a new destination area

is built on the fly through one round of network—wide

broadcasting and then the same local update process is

repeated within the new destination area. LURP is a flat

Fig. 1 Overview of eTrail: a mobile sink builds a cluster and

broadcasts beacon messages as it traverses the sensor field. Sensor

nodes that receive a beacon will update their routing information and

the process will end up creating a trail to the mobile sink until a new

cluster is built and the process is restarted. Any node in the cluster or

on the trail will have a valid path to relay data to the sink



data dissemination protocol. However, unlike other flat

protocols discussed previously in this thesis, LURP

assumes sensor nodes in the network to be location-aware,

i.e.,each node knows its own location, its one-hop neigh-

bors and the location of the sink by certain localization

algorithms.

The Adaptive Location Update-based Routing Protocol

(ALURP) [30] is an improved version of the LURP pro-

tocol. In ALURP, the mobile sink adaptively adjusts its

local broadcasting range as it moves within the destination

area. This improvement further decreases the overhead of

sink location updates and reduces average energy con-

sumption per sensor node.

The Line-based data dissemination protocol (LBDD)

[12] is also a virtual infrastructure based protocol for

WSNs with mobile sinks. LBDD uses a virtual vertical line

or strip area constructed in the central field of the wireless

sensor network that divides the network into two equal

parts. Sensor nodes within the boundaries of this virtual

area are called the inline nodes. The line or strip area acts

as a rendezvous area for sensor data and sink queries. Upon

the detection of an event, the source transmits the gathered

data towards the virtual area in the center of the network.

The data is stored on the first inline node encountered on

the forwarding path from the source to the rendezvous area.

When the mobile sink requests event data, it also sends a

query towards the rendezvous area. Once inside the ren-

dezvous area, the sink query travels linearly until it

encounters the data storing inline node. Then, based on the

location information of the mobile sink propagated in the

sink query, event data is geographically routed to the sink.

The Railroad protocol proposed by Shin et al. [24]

adopts an approach similar to the LBDD protocol. It con-

structs a virtual square-shape strip area that is called the

rail in the central area of the sensor network. Sensor nodes

located inside this strip area become the rail nodes. When

the source detects an event, it stores the event data locally

and sends the corresponding meta-data (e.g., a data

announcement message) towards the nearest rail node. The

mobile sink sends its data queries to the rail as well. Once

inside the rail, the query travels around the square-shape

strip area until it reaches a rail node that holds the meta-

data about the event and the related source node. Event

data is then directed from the source to the mobile sink

geographically based on the source location information

provided in the meta-data and the sink location information

provided in the sink query. The common drawback of the

Railroad protocol and the LBDD protocol (and other sim-

ilar virtual infrastructure based protocols) is that they both

use a fixed virtual area in the sensor network to assist the

data dissemination process. In homogeneous WSNs where

all deployed sensors have the same energy resources,

protocols like Railroad and LBDD are usually not

applicable due to the hot spot problem caused by the fixed

rendezvous area in the sensor field. A summary of the

protocols discussed in this session is given in Table 1. As

can be seen in Table 1, eTrail, Dual-Sink and Efficient

Routing belong to a category of protocols that do not

require location awareness, i.e., these protocols do not use

position information to route data to a sink. This is the

reason why eTrail is compared against protocols in this

category when evaluating its performance.

Gu et al. [11] proposed an interesting approach to reduce

data latency in WSNs that employs mobile aerial vehicles

(or drones) to collect data from the sensor field. These

drones are equipped with a sensor and follow the proposed

algorithm to fly over the sensor field and reach specific

regions. They also deploy a central station in the sensor

field that is responsible for coordinating and dispatching

drones and providing a battery recharge station, which

eliminates the energy hole problem for the mobile sinks.

Simulation experiments show that their proposed solution

can minimize data latency in WSNs with mobile sinks. The

only drawback is the bottleneck of the central station used

to dispatch and recharge drones.

The authors in [3] have recently proposed a new pre-

diction-based target tracking strategy for WSN with mobile

sinks, called t-Tracking, that uses ‘‘face prediction’’ instead

of the traditional approach of predicting the position of a

target. Simulation results showed improved localization

accuracy and energy efficiency. Although not directly

related to the proposed scheme in this paper, their ideas and

algorithms could be slightly tweaked to aid nodes find a

mobile sink, which would act as a target or a ‘‘rendezvous

area’’ where packets would be relayed to and intercepted

by a mobile sink.

The Energy-efficient Delay-Aware Lifetime-balancing

(EDAL) routing protocol [33] uses several metrics to select

the best data paths in a WSN taking into account packet

delay and load balancing requirements. EDAL extends

network lifetime by using links with more remaining

power, where links are assigned ‘‘weigths’’ based on the

battery level of nodes on that path. Simulation results show

that EDAL improves network lifetime while having little

impact on packet delay. EDAL does not consider mobile

sinks, and its sleep-awake duty cycle scheme is based on

node redundancy and density. The proposed eTrail also

uses the battery level in its routing decisions like EDAL.

However, instead of assigning weights to links, each node

in eTrail decides if its parents nodes will sleep or be awake

for a round based on their energy level values, which are

disseminated (piggybacked) during the cluster formation

phase in order to minimize traffic. A direct performance

comparison with EDAL is left as future work.

Another approach that one could take on the design of

data communication protocols from sensor nodes to mobile



sinks is through Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs). For

instance, Yuanyuan Zeng et al. [34] proposed a directional

routing and scheduling scheme (DRSS) that can be easily

adapted to work with the proposed eTrail. Although eTrail

considers static nodes, these could hold or relay data to a

‘‘rendezvous area’’ until a mobile sink is nearby to collect

data. The only drawback is the increased packet delay,

which would render eTrail suitable to delay-tolerant

applications only.

Usually, algorithms for coverage and lifetime maxi-

mization deploy a large number of sensors in an area (high

density) and then schedule redundant nodes to a dormant

state. Eventually the active nodes will switch roles with

dormant ones, and thus network lifetime is improved.

Soumyadip Sengupta et al. [23] took a different approach

where the algorithm is triggered in the event of a node

failure due to battery depletion or mechanical/electrical

problems. Their scheme first deploys a dense network and

the active nodes are selected. When a node fails, the

algorithm kicks in to reschedule the nodes assuming there

are available nodes and network connectivity. eTrail uses a

simplified algorithm where, in the event of a node failure, a

child node will trigger a path reconstruction mechanism

and re-establish communication along a path. The

scheme proposed in [23] could be adapted to eTrail in order

to manage node failures in the presence of dormant nodes.

The Density-based proactivE data dissEmination Pro-

tocol (DEEP) [27], which combines a probabilistic flooding

with a probabilistic storing scheme employs uncontrolled

mobile sink trajectory to collect data in WSNs. Although

both the proposed scheme and DEEP share a few similar-

ities, the purpose of these schemes are quite different. Main

difference is that the proposed scheme is suitable for real-

time data collection, whereas DEEP adds significant packet

delay and it is, therefore, more suitable for delay-tolerant

applications. In eTrail, a mobile sink starts receiving data

right after a cluster is formed and it continues receiving

data through a trail. DEEP, on the other hand, disseminates

data to certain areas in the network. Nodes in those areas

will store and hold data until a mobile sink is nearby, which

then collects the stored data (this process adds delivery

delay). The proposed scheme integrates clustering and

duty-cycle modes (sleep/awake) to save energy even fur-

ther and extend network lifetime. The decision on which

nodes sleep and which ones stay active is completely local

and piggybacked during the cluster formation phase.

3 Protocol design

3.1 Assumptions

This paper considers a wireless sensor network composed

of s static nodes and m mobile sinks deployed over an area

of n 9 n m. Sensor nodes relay data to mobile sinks by

multi-hop paths. Sensor nodes considered in this paper use

symmetric links. In addition, sensor nodes have limited

energy, communication and storage resources. This paper

assumes that mobile sinks have unlimited energy they are

considered the final destination of sensor data. Sensor

nodes do not need to know their positions; the proposed

scheme does not rely on node’s positions. However, mobile

sinks may rely on Global Positioning System (GPS) or

indoor positioning systems in order to minimize the num-

ber of beacons. If we consider vehicles as mobile sinks, the

GPS assumption is realistic since it is cheap and easy to

equip cars with GPS receivers. This assumption can be

relaxed if one considers fixed or speed-based approaches to

determine beacon intervals. In this work we consider the

distance traveled by a mobile sink as the criterium to

decide when to send beacons.

3.2 The eTrail protocol

eTrail is an attempt to extend network lifetime by solving

the bottleneck problem of static sink solutions while min-

imizing routing updates induced by mobile sinks. Basi-

cally, eTrail works in rounds and a mobile sink builds a

tree (cluster) in every round. Sensor nodes that belong to a

cluster will relay data its mobile sink through multi-hop

Table 1 Summary of WSNs protocols with mobile sinks

Protocol Event reporting Disseminated info Sink mobility Virtual structure Location awareness

eTrail Continuous Sink location (beacons) and data Random None No

Dual-Sink [32] Continuous Sink location and data Predefined None No

Efficient Routing [8] Continuous Sink location and data Random None No

LURP [29] Continuous Sink location and data Random None Yes

ALURP [30] Continuous Sink location and data Random None Yes

LBDD [12] Event/query Sink location and data Random Strip Yes

Railroad [24] Event/query Sink location, Meta-data and data Random Railroad Yes



links. eTrail includes a trail-based approach similar to

breadcrumb solutions for mobile networks. After creating a

cluster, a mobile sink will leave a ‘‘trail’’ by broadcasting

beacon messages to nearby sensor nodes, which will then

update their routing information. eTrail includes a duty-

cycle mechanism that switches clustered nodes to sleep

mode, thereby saving energy resources. A failure recovery

mechanism is also devised in order to avoid malfunctioning

nodes to disrupt data dissemination through the network.

3.2.1 Cluster/tree configuration

Each mobile sink in the network will create a cluster per

round. At the end of a round (or cluster lifetime), mobile

sinks start new clusters (given that sinks have moved).

eTrail uses the idea of restricted flooding with a specific

time-to-live (ttl) to build clusters/trees rooted at mobile

sinks as proposed in [21]. Basically, a mobile sink starts a

cluster by broadcasting a CLUSTER_CFG message. This

message carries the sink ID, the sender’s address, the hop

count (hop), the cluster age, and the sender’s remaining

energy, as depicted in Fig. 2. Upon receiving a CLUS-

TER_CFG message, a node will first check the packet’s

hop count hop for the specific sink ID. If hop is less than

the node’s hop count (i.e., received from previous CLUS-

TER_CFG messages), this node will set the sender node as

its next hop, increment hop and forward the CLUS-

TER_CFG message if ttl has not reached 0. Conversely, if

hop is greater or equal to the node’s hop count the node

will simply discard the packet. Each node also will store

the remaining energy of its parent nodes (i.e., neighbour

nodes one hop level down the path) to identify the parent

nodes that will stay ’’awake’’ during the current round. A

detailed description of the cluster configuration mechanism

is given in Algorithm 1. At the end of this process each

node in a cluster will have a path to a mobile sink. An

eTrail round will eventually come to an end and a new

cycle will begin by mobile sinks sending CLUSTER_CFG

messages. Although the proposed strategy requires that

nodes have clocks, they do not need to be synchronized; all

they need is a timer. The message CLUSTER_CFG, which

initiates the tree/cluster configuration, carries a field called

‘‘cluster age’’. The ’’age’’ of a cluster defines the length of

a round: routing tables’ settings are reset and the mecha-

nism restarts. The age of a cluster is used to limit the length

of a trail. Long trails can induce high packet delays and

losses.

Algorithm 1 Cluster Configuration
1: CLUSTER CFG Packet: pkt
2: sinkID; {ID or address of the sink that generated CLUS-

TER CFG}
3: sID; {Sender’s ID or address}
4: sREN; {Sender’s remaining energy}
5: hop; {Number of hops the pkt has traveled}
6: ttl; {Packet’s Time-to-Live}
7: age; {Lifetime of the cluster}

8: Local variables
9: chop; {The node’s current hop level}
10: maxREN = 0.0; {Stores the highest sREN received from neighbor

nodes}
11: Tn; {Timer to send NO SLEEP message}
12: Ts; {Timer to go to sleep}

13: Routing Table: RTable
14: sinkID; {Sink ID or address}
15: dest; {Destination ID or address (relay node)}

Action: {Node received a CLUSTER CFG packet}
16: SetTimer(Tn); {Timer to collect pkts from neighbors}

{Will process pkts received from lower hop-level nodes only}
17: if (pkt.hop < chop) then
18: chop ← pkt.hop;

{Node with highest energy is set as destination}
19: if (maxREN < pkt.sREN) then
20: maxREN ← pkt.sREN;
21: RTable.sinkID ← sinkID;
22: RTable.dest ← sID;
23: end if
24: else
25: Drop(pkt); {Silently drops pkt.}
26: EXIT;
27: end if

28: SetTimer(Ts); {Node will go to sleep in Ts seconds}
29: if (ttl > 0) then
30: pkt.hop ← pkt.hop + 1;
31: pkt.ttl ← pkt.ttl - 1;
32: Forward(pkt); {Packet pkt is forwarded}
33: else
34: EXIT;
35: end if

Action: {Timer Tn goes off}
{Node will send a NO SLEEP message to node address
RTable.dest}

36: Send(NO SLEEP, RTable.dest);

Action: {Node received a NO SLEEP message}
{Node is requested to be awake during this round}

37: CancelTimer(Ts);

Action: {Timer Ts goes off}
{Node will enter sleep mode for the duration of the current
round}

38: Sleep(age);

3.2.2 Duty-cycle mechanism

As mentioned in the cluster configuration phase, child

nodes will gather the energy information of their parent

nodes in order to identify the nodes that will stay awake for

the duration of the current round. The central idea is to

keep only one parent node awake for each child node

during a round. The awake parent node will be used as data

Fig. 2 Cluster_CFG packet header. PT: packet type; hop: number of

hops; age: cluster’s age; ren: sender’s remaining energy; SinkID: sink

identifier; Sender address



relay towards the sink. During the cluster configuration

phase, a mobile sink broadcasts a CLUSTER_CFG, which

is then forwarded by sensor nodes. Nodes forward this

message along with their remaining energy levels. Child

nodes will receive CLUSTER_CFG during a specific time

interval Tn from all parents and identify the parent with the

highest energy level. When Tn expires, the child node sends

a NO_SLEEP message to the selected parent node. This

message informs the parent to be awake for the duration of

the round. After a sensor node forwards CLUSTER_CFG it

will set a timer Ts to go to sleep. This timer will be can-

celed only if the node receives a NO_SLEEP message from

a child. This mechanism is described in Algorithm 1.

Energy consumption will be balanced after a few rounds:

nodes that sleep in a round will eventually be chosen to be

awake in future rounds since they will probably have

higher energy levels due to savings in sleep mode. The

sleeping period should not exceed the round duration,

which is specified by the field age. Thus, the sleeping

nodes will be awake when the next cluster creation round

begins. The sleep scheduling scheme guarantees that sensor

nodes in WSNs have at least one neighbor node awake in

order to relay data to a mobile sink, i.e., connectivity

coverage. This paper also assumes that sensor nodes are

capable of waking their radios up when an event is detected

by their sensor modules. This assumption is valid since a

number of hardware solutions currently implement such

duty-cycle feature like the iMote2 IPR2400 processing and

sensing module [20].

In order to clarify the sleep-awake process, consider the

wireless sensor network depicted in Fig. 3(a), where a

mobile sink has created a cluster with size 4 ðttl ¼ 4Þ. The

numbers inside the circles (nodes) represent hop levels.

Basically, during the cluster configuration phase, the sink

broadcasts a CLUSTER_CFG message. Nodes 1A, 1B and

1C in Fig. 3(b), for instance, receive that message, process

it according to algorithm 1, and forward it to their neigh-

bors along with their energy levels. Node 2D receives

CLUSTER_CFG from nodes 1B and 1C. In this case, node

2D selects its active parent for the current round to be the

node with higher energy level (node 1B) by sending a

NO_SLEEP message, which tells node 1B to remain awake

for the duration of the round. This process continues until

CLUSTER_CFG reaches the last nodes ðttl ¼ 4Þ. Nodes
that do not receive a NO_SLEEP message will go to sleep

during the current round, e.g., nodes 2B, 2D, 3C, etc., as

shown in Fig. 3(c).

3.2.3 Trail generation

Right after the cluster configuration, all nodes will have a

route to send data to the sink. However, since the sink is

moving, its one-hop neighbors will eventually be out of

range. As discussed earlier, a simple solution would be to

make the sink send CLUSTER_CFG messages more fre-

quently, such that nodes would have up-to-date routes to

the sink. Depending on the size of the clusters (we can have

the entire network as a single cluster, for instance), the

potential energy advantage of using mobile sinks would be

overshadowed by extra energy consumption of frequent

clustering. Instead, eTrail is based on the concept of local,

limited area route updates to achieve connectivity with

mobile sinks. To this end, a mobile sink in eTrail sends

BEACON messages to a limited number of nodes as it

Fig. 3 a A mobile sink starts cluster configuration (ttl = 4). Nodes

forward the configuration message along with their remaining energy

levels; b nodes that receive a configuration message will select their

parent node as the one with more energy level by sending the parent a

NO_SLEEP message; c nodes that did not receive a NO_SLEEP

message will turn their radios off (sleep) during the current round

(e.g., nodes 2B, 2D, 3C, 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D and 4E)



moves. By sending BEACON messages with ttl ¼ 2, a

mobile sink creates a trail of nodes that is used to deliver

data to the mobile sink. The mobile sink uses its traveled

distance since the last beacon to decide the best time to

send another BEACON message.

Basically, nodes that receive a BEACON message

update their routing information based on hop level simi-

larly to the cluster creation phase. The trail generation

mechanism is depicted in Fig. 1. Beacon rate should be

properly set in order to accommodate the sink’s move-

ments. If this rate is too low, the sink could move far away

from the last point of attachment and the trail would break.

Thus, the beacon rate is set dynamically depending on the

traveled distance, i.e., the sink displacement Ds since the

last beacon. In this paper, the displacement threshold is set

to be equal to the communication range of a sensor node, or

Ds ¼ r. Thus, when the sink moves away from the position

at which the last beacon was sent, a BEACON message is

sent when this displacement reaches Ds. As can be seen in

Fig. 4, by setting Ds ¼ r we can guarantee that sensor

nodes within a distance dist from the mobile sink will

receive at least one beacon. This way the algorithm has a

better chance to form complete trails, i.e., no trail breaks.

Considering the triangle in Fig. 4, dist can be calculated by

Pythagora’s Theorem.

Thus, considering a communication range r of 100

meters, the nodes that are within a distance dist of

approximately 86.6 meters from the sink’s path will receive

at least one beacon as the sinks passes by. Furthermore, a

trail has the same age as the cluster. Nodes in a trail will

reset their routing information when the trail/cluster age

expires.

3.2.4 Failure recovery scheme

Path breaks in WSNs will eventually happen due to a

variety of reasons: (1) a node in the path runs out of energy;

(2) a malfunctioning node; (3) a node shifts to sleep mode

when it is supposed to be awake, e.g., a NO_SLEEP

message from a child node does not reach the target parent

node due to packet collision. To this end, eTrail features an

overhearing-based data dissemination failure recovery

mechanism. Basically, suppose that a node A relays a data

packet to its next neighbor (node B). Node A triggers the

failure recovery mechanism if it does not overhear the

same data packet being forwarded by node B. Thus, node A

broadcasts a HELP message to its immediate neighbors.

This message carries the hop count hop of node A. A

neighbor node will reply to node A with a HELP_REP

message only if it has a route to a mobile sink and its hop

count is less than the hop count of node A. This is neces-

sary to avoid loops and to minimize the number of replies.

Node A waits for replies for a specific timeout and it

chooses the node with lowest hop count to the sink. Thus,

node A adds this neighbor as its new route and a path is

reestablished. This mechanism is used either by cluster

member nodes and trail nodes.

3.3 Network lifetime modeling and analysis

This section presents the modeling and analysis of network

lifetime of eTrail by means of a continuous time Markov

chain. We consider n sensors in the network, where

• i is the total number of sensor nodes in ‘‘NO-SLEEP

step’’;

• j is the total number of sensor nodes in ‘‘SLEEP step’’.

We assume that the duration of ‘‘SLEEP step’’ follows

an exponential distribution with rate l and the duration of

NO-SLEEP step follows an exponential distribution with

rate k. We also assume that lifetime follows an exponential

distribution with rate c.
The model can be illustrated by a continuous time

Markov chain denoted by X(t). To describe this chain, we

Fig. 4 Beacon rate is set based

on the sink displacement

Ds ¼ r. The dark nodes will

receive at least one beacon as

the mobile sink passes by



define the state x by (i, j), where 8i; 0� i� n and

8j; 0� j� n.

We denote its stationary probability distribution by pðxÞ.
The model can be described by a multi-dimensional Mar-

kov chain as given in Fig. 5 (for n ¼ 4).

The size of the Markov chain is given by:

Xn

j¼0

ðn� jþ 1Þ ¼ nðnþ 3Þ
2

þ 1

Since we are interested in modeling network lifetime,

we need to understand the behavior of X(t), by discussing

its state evolution and transition rates. Thus, from a state

x ¼ ði; jÞ, and according to the different events that happen,
we have the following transitions:

x ! ðxi � 1; xj þ 1Þ;withratexikIFðxi � 1ÞANDðxi þ xj � nÞ
! ðxi þ 1; xj � 1Þ;withratexjlIFðxj � 1ÞANDðxi þ xj � nÞ
! ðxi � 1; xjÞ;withratexicIFðxi � 1Þ
! ðxi; xj � 1Þ;withratexjcIFðxj � 1Þ

Network lifetime corresponds to the time to reach state

s0;0 by considering the initial state sn;0. Thus, the time to

reach state s0;0 from a state si;j is given by:

Tðsi;jÞ ¼ Sojðsi;jÞ þ
X

si;j!si0 ;j0

P½si;j; si0;j0 �Tðsi0;j0 Þ

where Sojðsi;jÞ is the sojourn time in state si;j. P½si;j; si0;j0 � is
the transition probability from state si;j to si0;j0 .

For example, consider the sojourn time of state s1;1:

Tðs1;1Þ ¼
1

kþ lþ cþ c
þ k
kþ lþ cþ c

Tðs0;2Þ

þ l
kþ lþ cþ c

Tðs2;0Þ

þ c
kþ lþ cþ c

Tðs0;1Þ þ
c

kþ lþ cþ c
Tðs1;0Þ

The calculation of sojourn time, considering the differ-

ent values that i and j can take, is the following:

• Case 1: For any state si;j such that i 6¼ 0 and j 6¼ 0, the

sojourn time is given by:

Tðsi;jÞ ¼
1

ikþ jlþ icþ jc
þ ik
ikþ jlþ icþ jc

Tðsi�1;jþ1Þ

þ jl
ikþ jlþ icþ jc

Tðsiþ1;j�1Þ

þ ic
ikþ jlþ icþ jc

Tðsi�1;jÞ

þ jc
ikþ jlþ icþ jc

Tðsi;j�1Þ

• Case 2: For any state si;j such that i ¼ 0 and j 6¼ 0, the

sojourn time is given by:

Tðs0;jÞ ¼
1

jlþ jc
þ jl
jlþ jc

Tðs1;j�1Þ þ
jc

jlþ jc
Tðs0;j�1Þ

• Case 3: For any state si;j such that i 6¼ 0 and j ¼ 0, the

sojourn time is given by:

Tðsi;0Þ ¼
1

ikþ ic
þ ik
ikþ ic

Tðsi�1;1Þ þ
ic

ikþ ic
Tðsi�1;0Þ

4 Performance evaluation

Simulation experiments were conducted to evaluate the

performance of eTrail and compare it with existing data

dissemination protocols with mobile sinks (e.g., Dual-Sink

[32] and Efficient Routing [8], and a modified version of

eTrail in which the sleeping mechanism is turned off in

order to assess the performance of this mechanism in iso-

lation. The protocols were implemented in the network

simulator ns-2. All protocols are evaluated under the same

conditions and scenarios. In all simulations, sensor nodes

are deployed on a square area following a disturbed grid

topology, in which the nodes’ coordinates are displaced by

a limited random distance within a grid point in order to

avoid large differences in node density (blind spots). In

addition, data source nodes are randomly selected from the

pool of nodes and the initial positions of mobile sinks are

also randomly generated in each simulation execution.

Except for the lifetime evaluation experiments, sensorFig. 5 Markov chain for n ¼ 4



nodes are given enough energy to complete an entire

simulation execution. Mobile sinks move according to the

random way-point mobility model. Simulation parameters

are based on the iMote2 specification [20] and are sum-

marized in Table 2. Average results are calculated from 10

executions with a confidence interval of 95 %.

In addition, there are protocol-specific parameters for

the selected schemes that were taken into consideration in

the simulations for the sake of fairness. These parameters

are not clearly defined in their original publications.

Therefore, they were configured according to their best

performance through simulation: a mobile sink in Dual-

Sink sends out HELLO messages every 20 s; the TTL of

the mobile sink’s HELLO messages is set to 5; and the cost

change threshold in Efficient Routing is 60 %.

4.1 Power consumption

The average power consumption of eTrail and the selected

protocols is evaluated in this first set of experiments. As

observed in Fig. 6(a), the number of mobile sinks has little

to no impact on average power consumption. The proposed

eTrail protocol shows significantly better energy savings

compared to the selected approaches. The main reason is

the eTrail’s duty-cycle mechanism, in which a number of

sensor nodes enter sleep mode during a round. This per-

formance gain is evidenced by the results of eTrail without

sleeping, which employs the same trail-based routing

update algorithm as eTrail, but it does not utilize duty-

cycle sensor nodes. Thus, eTrail without the sleeping

mechanism performs similarly to the selected approaches.

In eTrail, sensor nodes switch to sleep mode if they do

not receive a NO_SLEEP message. When in sleep mode, a

node’s radio is turned off. When the mobile sink broadcasts

trail beacons on the sensor field, much fewer nodes receive

and forward trail beacons, resulting in better energy

utilization.

The protocols were also evaluated under different node

densities (number of nodes by square meter). As can be

observed in Fig. 6(b), node density has an impact on

eTrail’s energy consumption per node. As expected, eTrail

is more energy efficient in denser areas. This is due to the

number of neighbors a node has. Since a node chooses only

one neighbor as relay node per round, the probability that

the other neighbors will sleep is very high. In a low density

scenario, less nodes will sleep since they will be needed by

their neighbors in order to relay data to the sink. It can also

be observed in Fig. 6(b) that node density has no effect on

energy consumption of the other protocols. The reason for

this is that nodes do not use a duty-cycle mechanism and

waste most of their energy in idle state.

In Fig. 6(c), energy consumption is assessed based on

the number of nodes in the network (network size). Note

that the deployment area varies as to maintain a constant

node density. As can be observed, network size has no

significant impact on energy consumption in all the selec-

ted protocols. All the protocols scale well with the network

size since energy consumption per node does not depend

on network size, i.e., although data packets travel through

longer paths, the energy used by each node to send the

packet is the same.

In addition, we observed that sensor nodes spend more

time in idle state than in any other state. Therefore, idle

state energy consumption dominates the results of routing

schemes that do not use a duty-cycle mechanism. That is

the reason why all the selected protocols presented similar

energy consumption results. We have taken that into con-

sideration and evaluated the energy consumption by setting

the idle power consumption to zero. With this, although

unrealistic, only the energy used by the data dissemination

mechanisms will be considered, leaving idle state con-

sumption out of the calculations. Results are shown in

Fig. 7(a). Dual-Sink shows slightly better results due to its

simple data dissemination mechanism, in which there is

always a static sink in the network, resulting in fewer

control packets. The eTrail protocol presents similar results

to Dual-Sink, however its cluster and trail maintenance

mechanisms induce extra overhead. The eTrail without

sleeping version is expected to consume more energy than

eTrail since no nodes will be put to sleep, and these nodes

will participate in cluster configuration, updates and data

dissemination in every round.

Table 2 Default simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Radio range 100 m

TX power 0.033 W

RX power 0.033 W

Sleep power 0.003 W

Switch mode power 0.0001 W

Max sink speed 20 m/s

Data rate 1 pkt/s

Round period (age) 50 s

BEACON rate Every 100 m

Bandwidth 38.4 Kbps

Packet size 44 bytes

Number of nodes 1024

Number of sinks 2–12

Number of sources 4–10

Deployment area 2000 9 2000 m



4.2 Average data delay

As observed in Fig. 7(b) and (c), the number of source

nodes does not have a significant impact on data delay. On

the other hand, the number of sinks has a great impact on

delay. Since the evaluated protocols are based on flooding

and shortest path algorithms, adding mobile sinks reduces

data path length between source and sink, which directly

reduces packet delay. Dual-Sink is the only protocol that is

not affected by the number of mobile sinks. The main

reason is the limited hop count used by Dual-Sink when

collecting data from nearby nodes. Especially in large-

scale WSNs, Dual-Sink does not take advantage of addi-

tional mobile sinks. This could be improved by dynami-

cally adjusting the hop count based on network size.

Another reason is that Dual-sink uses a static sink, there-

fore nodes will always have a path to the sink.

As observed in Fig .7, eTrail shows the lowest latency

when compared to the selected protocols. Although the trail

mechanism in eTrail adds extra nodes to a path, the round

duration can be adjusted to accommodate different delay

expectations. By simulation experiments, we found that a

50-s trail round period showed a good balance between

overhead, energy consumption, and packet delay. There-

fore, trails are reconfigured before they become too long in

terms of hop count. Conversely, the Efficient Routing

protocol showed higher data delay results when compared

to the other protocols. In Efficient Routing, nodes farther

away from the sink are updated less regularly than nodes

closer to the sink in order to minimize mobility manage-

ment overhead. Hence, sensor nodes located far away from

a mobile sink may send data through a high number of

hops, which impacts data delay significantly. In other

words, Efficient Routing saves energy at the cost of longer

routing paths and increased data delay. Since sensor nodes

in Efficient Routing only forward sink beacons when the

change in cost reaches a certain threshold, some paths far

from the ideal shortest paths happen frequently, which

induces higher network latency. Regarding the Dual-Sink

protocol, many data packets are forwarded to the static sink

in the absence of a nearby mobile sink, a fact that induces

extra delay.

Since mobile sink mobility is uncontrolled in eTrail, and

a mobile sink initiates the rounds, trail length can vary,

e.g., the mobile sink may move far away from the cluster,

or it may stay stationary. Since a cluster and the current

round must have fixed duration, because the dormant nodes

will have to wake up for the next roun), the trail age is

given in time intervals. Thus, an optimization suggestion

would be to use a weighted average of previous travel

distance the mobile sink moved between rounds, and find a

balance between travel time and overhead induced in a

round to build and maintain a cluster and its trail. One

could also consider adding metric constraints depending on
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Fig. 6 Average energy consumption per node
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Fig. 7 a Average energy consumption per node when idle consumption is set to zero; b average delay (4 sources); c average delay (10 sources)



the application. For instance, if packet delay is important to

the application, trail age should be limited to a hop count

that delivers packets within a certain delay threshold.

However, as mentioned earlier, the trajectory of a mobile

sink in eTrail is uncontrolled and not known beforehand,

which can affect negatively the attempt to find a sub-op-

timal trail age or ‘‘length’’, which is tied to the age of

cluster and sleeping duration.

4.3 Protocol overhead

This section evaluates and discusses the control overhead

of the selected protocols. Since the number of sources and

data packet rates of each protocol are the same, the results

reflect the number of control packets that are used for

building routes, updating mobile sink’s location, main-

taining data forwarding paths and coordinating data

delivery in each protocol. Considering that flat data dis-

semination protocols are usually sink-oriented, the over-

head of the selected protocols are not affected by the

number of sources, as depicted in Fig. 8(a) and (b). On the

other hand, the number of mobile sinks has a direct impact

on protocol overhead: the more mobile sinks present in a

network, the more sink location updates are disseminated.

The proposed eTrail protocol induces more overhead

than the other protocols, since it handles cluster and trail

configuration and updates. However, the overhead is min-

imized since mobile sinks broadcast beacons to sensor

nodes within two hops only. In addition, the trail-based

update mechanism does not flood the entire network.

Efficient Routing can manage the overhead quite well by

setting a cost change threshold at each sensor at the cost of

higher packet delay. Dual-Sink has the lowest overhead

among all protocols due to the presence of a static sink on

the network. This static sink broadcasts its location to the

entire network only once at the beginning of the network

operation. Meanwhile, the mobile sink of Dual-Sink only

plays a role in helping alleviate the hot spot problem, and it

only sends out beacons to nearby sensors once in a while to

collect data. Although eTrail induces more overhead than

the other protocols, it uses this overhead to perform other

tasks such as trail generation and sleep-scheduling, which

results in better energy savings, reduced packet delays, and

satisfactory data delivery success.

4.4 Success data ratio

As observed in Fig. 9(a), eTrail maintains a stable perfor-

mance around 80 %, which is comparable to Efficient

Routing and Dual-Sink. Dual-Sink outperforms the other

protocols when only 2 sinks are used in the network. Since

Dual-Sink relies on both static and mobile sinks, therefore,

sensor nodes always have a path to a static sink when no

mobile sink is available. This static sink provides more

reliable and stable routes from sources to sink.

Regarding the results of eTrail without the sleeping

mechanism, one can conclude that the sleeping scheme af-

fects the delivery success rate mainly because of

NO_SLEEP message loss. When a NO_SLEEP message is

lost, the node that was supposed to receive this message

enters the sleep state after a certain timeout, and a few

subsequent data packets are lost until the path recovery

mechanism kicks in and finds an alternate route.

Data delivery success was also assessed in terms of node

density. As depicted in Fig. 9(b), eTrail is sensitive to node

density. In experiments with low density scenarios, eTrail

shows delivery ratio of as low as 60 %. This is mainly due

to nodes incorrectly switching to sleep state when

NO_SLEEP messages are lost. This is also due to the fact

that there are only a few or even no nodes replying to

HELP messages when a path is broken.

As showed in Fig. 9(c), the number of nodes plays a

significant role in data delivery success of flat data dis-

semination protocols. For small size networks, sinks will

frequently visit sensor nodes and data paths are shorter than

larger networks. As network size increases, data delivery
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Fig. 8 a Control overhead for a network with 4 source nodes; b control overhead for a network with 10 source nodes;



success decreases. The probability of a node failing in a

long path is higher than in a short path, inducing more path

breaks and consequently lower success ratio. All studied

protocols present similar results. It is worth noting that

eTrail without the sleeping mechanism outperforms the

other protocols. This is mainly due to the higher probability

of finding an alternative path since all nodes will be awake.

The sleeping mechanism in eTrail actually reduces node

density within the cluster, which may affect delivery ratio

as shown in Fig. 9(b). When nodes are sleeping and a path

is broken, fewer nodes will be awake to reply to HELP

messages and start the recovery mechanism.

4.5 Network lifetime

In this set of simulation experiments, we evaluate network

lifetime performance of each protocol. For these experi-

ments, we set the initial energy of all sensor nodes as low

as possible in order to observe energy depletion within the

first 1000 s of network operation. In the literature, network

lifetime is considered as the elapsed time between the start

of network operation and when the first node runs out of

energy. Therefore, the initial energy of each sensor is set to

12 Joules. Additionally, four mobile sinks are randomly

deployed and ten nodes are randomly selected as data

sources. Since eTrail is sensitive to node density, experi-

ments were conducted in two different node density sce-

narios to better assess its network lifetime. The low density

scenario has 576 nodes and the high density scenario has

1600 nodes, both scenarios have nodes deployed over an

area of 1200� 1200 m. As shown in Fig. 10(a), in a low

density scenario, eTrail improves network lifetime signif-

icantly due to its sleep-wake mechanism. Simulation

results show an improvement of at least 20 % when com-

pared to the selected protocols. Moreover, if one considers

the sensor network with 99 to 70 % of alive nodes, i.e., the

network is still able to function properly in this range of

alive nodes, the network lifetime gain over the selected

protocols is even more evident. As can be observed, the

selected protocols have most of their nodes dead almost

simultaneously. Again, we can conclude that the energy

consumption in idle state dictates the lifetime expectancy

of protocols that do not use a duty-cycle mechanism or a

more efficient MAC protocol.

In the high density scenario, shown in Fig. 10(b), eTrail

outperforms the other protocols by around 30 % in terms of

network lifetime. Node density plays an important role on

energy consumption since more nodes will be able to sleep

in more dense areas. These results indicate the positive

tradeoff between overhead and energy consumption of the

proposed eTrail protocol.
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Fig. 9 Data delivery success ratio
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5 Conclusions

This research work presented the design, analysis and

performance evaluation of a novel data dissemination

mechanism intended to improve network lifetime of WSNs

by alleviating the problem of high energy depletion of

nodes near data sinks. The proposed protocol uses mobile

sinks and data ‘‘trails’’ in order to outperform existing data

dissemination mechanisms. Experimental results show that

eTrail improves on energy savings and network lifetime,

while maintaining acceptable delivery ratio when com-

pared to the selected data dissemination mechanisms.

According to the experimental evaluations, one can notice

that the sleep-wake mechanism dictates the gain in network

lifetime. For future work, we plan to investigate how to

improve data delivery success in low density scenarios,

while improving network lifetime by consider multi-path

data delivery. Another line of research we are seeking is

the adaptation of the proposed mechanism for hybrid

vehicular and sensor networks, where we can take advan-

tage of deterministic paths by predicting the movement of

mobile sink on road maps. In addition, duty-cycle enabled

sensor nodes combined with data fusion or compressive

sensing [16] has the potential to improve network lifetime

significantly, with the added bonus of reducing traffic. The

integration of compressive sensing into eTrail is left as

future work.
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